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ABSTRACT : Crosstalk is the effect on a signal caused
by  the high-speed switching of a nearby  signal. This
effect can manifest itself as jitter, which is the deviation Data I/p Phase
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of a signal’s edge from its expected location. A large
amount of jitter can cause a timing budget failure in a
parallel system or it can cause a clock and data recovery
PLL to incorrectly recover the data in a serial system.
Due to the deleterious   effects   of crosstalk, it is
important  to determine  the amount  of  crosstalk that
exists during the worst case scenarios.
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speed switching of a nearby signal. This effect can
manifest itself as jitter, which is the deviation of a
signal’s edge from its expected location. A large amount
of jitter can cause a timing budget failure in a parallel
system, or it can cause a clock and data. HHPLL to
incorrectly recover the data in a serial system. Due to
the negative effects of crosstalk, it is important to
determine the amount of crosstalk that exists during the
worst-case scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase locked loop (PLL) is one of the most inevitable
necessities in modern day electronic systems. It finds
widespread applications in generation and
synchronization of well timed clocks, recovery of
signal from noisy communication channel, FPGA‘s,
communication systems,frequency-synthesizer ,trans-
receivers. Since a PLL can be incorporated in a single
chip, it is highly preferred. Thus, to study  and
analyses the PLL and its components assumes much
importance. A block diagram of a PLL in fig(1).

The PD generates an output signal proportional to the

Fig 1. Block diagram of a phased locked loop.

II. PHASE DETECTOR

The first component in our PLL is the phase detector
[1].

(a)THE XOR PHASE DETECTOR

When the o/p of the XOR is a pulse train with 50%
duty cycle, the DPLL is said to be in lock. The main
characteristic of this[4]:

1) The incoming data must have a minimum no of
transition over a given time interval.

2) When no I/P data, the filtered output of the phase
detector is VDD/2.

3) The time it takes the loop to lock is dependent on
the data pattern I/P to the DPLL & loop filter
characteristics

4) The VCO operating frequency range should be
limited to frequency much less than 2fclock &
much greater than 0.5 fBclockB .

To the design criteria of the VCO with the XOR PD,
we desire that;

1) The centre frequency (fBcenterB) should be equal to

divided down clock, dBclockB. This signal is filtered by a
loop filter. The filtered signal VBinvcoB is connected to the clock frequency when the VCO is V BDDB/2 .B

the input of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).
PLL uses a high frequency oscillator with varying
speed, a counter, a phase detector & a filter. The PLL
includes a feedback loop which lines up the output
clock with the input clock through a phase locking
stabilization process.

2) To maximum & minimum oscillation
frequencies, fBmax B & fBmin B of the VCO should be
selected to avoid locking on harmonics of the I
/P data.

3) It is important that the VCO duty cycle be 50%,
If this is not the case the PLL will have problem
locking or once locked the clock will jitter.
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Vertical
crosstalk

Lateral crosstalk

cmepoly = 60 cmextk = 30(Lineic capacitance for
crosstalk coupling in aF/µm)

cp2poly = 1700 Cm2xtk=30(C s computedusing
Cx=cmextk*l/spacing)

cp2poly = 1700 Cm3xtk = 30

cp2poly = 1700 Cm4xtk = 30

cm4m3 = 100 Cm4xtk = 30

cm4m3 = 100 Cm5xtk = 40
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III. CROSSTALK

Crosstalk is a term used to describe an unwanted
interference from one conductor to another. Between
two conductors there exists mutual capacitance &
inductance , which give rise to signal feed through.
Consider two metal wires shown in figure (3).A
signal voltage propagating on one of the conductors
couples current onto the conductor. This current can

IBmB=CBmBdVBAB/dt (1)
Cm

∆V = Vdd
Cx 1

1+ Cx 1+ X

C12=cross talk capacitance(farad)
CBvictimB=capacitance of victim(farad)
Vdd=Supply voltage (volt)
W=width of MOS device
L=Length of MOS device

Figure 5 shows the layout of PLL on cmos012µ
technology. In figure 6 show the crosstalk at
different node in different color with % of crosstalk
using Microwind 3.5 EDA tool [7].
The node in red corresponding to highest crosstalk
noise, while the node in blue have almost no noise

Figure (3) Layout view of metal wires.
Where:

due to  lateral coupling. VBssB & VBddB nodes may be

CBm Bis the mutual capacitance.
removed from the list, & interconnection with length
less than a user’s defined value may also be removed.

IBm Bis the coupled current. The values higher than 30% of V BddB may jeopardize
VBA Bis the signal voltage on the source conductor.

Since we know the capacitance of any conductor to
substrate we can write
∆V=VBAB CBmB/CBm B+ CBlsB (2)
Where :
∆V- is the coupled noise voltage to the adjacent
conductor.
CBls- Bis the capacitance of the adjacent conductor to
ground.
Crosstalk problems occur in two situations:
Between interconnection lines on the same layer &
between lines on different layers . The critical factor
are the spacing between the two bodies & the
permittivity of the insulating material.
Two layers on the same layer exhibit the maximum
capacitive coupling when they are parallel & spaced
at the minimum design rule stance.

IV. GLOBL CROSSTALK EVALUATION
An evaluation of the crosstalk effect based on analy
tical approximations of coupling amplification is
available using the command Analysis-Global
Crosstalk analysis to access to this command. The
formula used for the computation of the crosstalk
voltage ∆v are showing below:

the safe behavior of signal propagation.
However, the evaluation takes into account a worst
case situation where all potential aggressors switch
synchronously. A time domain simulation should be
conducted including the evaluation of crosstalk noise
for victim nodes to verify that the noise do not reach
this worst case value.
Crosstalk is the effect on a signal trace caused by
cross-coupling with a neighboring trace. The trace
that is being measured is referred to as the victim.
The trace that is cross-coupled with the victim trace
is referred to as the aggressor.

caffector C12

cvictim

substrat

Cx =
C12

Cvictim

X =
Wvictim Laffector

Lvictim Waffector
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Figure 5 PLL layout on 012µm technology.

Figure 6 Crosstalk at different node in different color of PLL layout in 012µm technology.

VI. CROSS TALK REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Crosstalk can be reduced by two techniques.
First, differential signaling converts most of the
crosstalk to common mode disturbance.
Second, sensitive signals can be “shielded” in the
layout .One approach places ground lines on the two
sides of the signal, forcing most of the electrical field

lines emanating from the noisy lines to terminate on
ground rather than on the signal .
Another shielding technique in which the sensitive

line is surrounded by a grounded shield consisting of
a higher and a lower metal layer and hence fully
isolated from external electric field lines[2].
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VII. THE CURRENT STARVED VCO

VCO are widely used in communication system .For
cost reason it is always   desirable to minimize
transistor count & the number of external parts
needed to build a given system .Chip minimization &
simplicity are the reason for implementing the current
starved voltage controlled oscillator into PLL system
[4].

The operating of current starved VCO is similar to
that of a ring oscillator ,ring oscillator may operate in
a non saturation mode at a very high frequency
.Ideally in the VCO configuration ,the  ring of
inverters consists of an odd no of inverting stages to
ensure that the oscillator will self stage.

In this case the middle PMOS & NMOS operate as
an inverter & the top PMOS & bottom NMOS acts as
current source which limit the amount of current
available to the inverter in the middle .That is why
this configuration is called ‘Current Starved VCO’.

VI. CONCLUSION

The pll will be designed as a clock recovery circuit or
frequency synthesizer that can be applied into
communication system such as cell phones, modems
& digital signal processors. The fundamental
difficulties of PLL design using deep submicron
technologies to achieves low power consumption
which may due to uncertainty. Crosstalk is the effect
on  a  signal  trace  caused by cross-coupling  with  a
neighboring trace. The trace that is being measured is
referred to as the victim. The trace that is cross-
coupled with the victim trace is referred to as the
aggressor.
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